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year. PhD candidates are invited to submit a full paper version of
their submitted proposal for consideration by the review committee.
These are studied before the conference and 10 finalists are named
prior to the conference. This year there were 178 proposals eligible
for this award, with a total of 60 full papers uploaded for review
by the selection committee. This year’s selection committee was
co-chaired by Tomi Laamanen and Pamela Barr.
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caLL FOR NOMINaTIONS
The SMS is inviting nominations for the 2011 SMS Emerging
Scholar Award which is generously funded by the Strategy
Research Foundation. This significant annual prize is awarded
to a young, emerging scholar for exemplary scholarship, as
demonstrated in research, education, professional service,
and all related activities that seek to improve current strategic
management knowledge and application.
A successful candidate will possess the potential to make fundamental
contributions to the way the field thinks about knowledge essential
to any organization’s achievement of durable success. Especially
important will be knowledge contributions that complement and
extend existing strategic management theory, including those based
on ideas from other disciplines and other fields of inquiry that intersect
with strategic management theory and practice.

with Insightful Scholarship

To be considered, a candidate:
•
should be under the age of 40, with at least five years of postterminal degree award experience;
•
have a record of publication and professional activity that
demonstrates work of significance and impact;
•
be a member of the Strategic Management Society in good
standing.
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Nomination of a candidate requires:
•
a letter of nomination China
by anotherConference
member of the SMS, who
must not be a member of the same organization/institution as
Geneva Conference
the nominee;
•
two additional letters of recommendation for the nominee;
Glasgow
Conference
•
a full current vitae from
the nominated
individual, including
any current working papers.
SMSshould
Board
and
IGSMS
Leadership
Nominations for the 2011 award
be send
to the
Executive Office and will be accepted until April 30, 2011. The
selection will be made and announced in early July 2011.
The recipient of the SMS Emerging Scholar Award will:
•
have the opportunity to present his/her research in a prominent
setting at the SMS Annual International Conference;
•
receive a prize of US$ 5,000;
•
be appropriately recognized in the SMS journals.
The selection committee is comprised of two members of the
SMS Executive Committee, two additional members of the SMS
Board of Directors, and one additional expert chosen from the
SMS membership at large. For more information about this award,
please visit www.strategicmanagement.net and click on
awards and honors.
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THOUGHTS FROM THE SMS PRESIDENT

President
Jay Barney
University of Utah

The unique combination of world class scholarship and engaged
practice continues to attract scholars and practitioners to SMS
conferences, as well as compelling them to become members of the
Society. Both the depth and breadth of conversations at our annual
meetings, at our smaller conferences, and in our journals continue
to grow. At the Miami Conference, we heard Romano Prodi—the
former Prime Minister of Italy and former President of the European
Commission—discuss the impacts of the 2008 financial crisis and
ask how the Western democracies could continue to compete with
the more centrally controlled economy of China. This is one of the
most fundamental questions of our time—a question both strategic
management scholars and practitioners are vitally interested in and
a question where our research and ideas can have an impact.
Another indicator of this “broadening of the conversation” in
the SMS was the creation of a new Interest Group: Cooperative
Strategies, along with the Teaching Community. You can read about
the purposes and objectives of this new IG on the SMS website.
However, the Teaching Community is different from all the other IGs
in the SMS and deserves special comment. We knew the Teaching
Initiative had provided excellent program content at our annual

Both the depth and breadth of conversations at
our annual meetings, at our smaller conferences,
and in our journals continue to grow.
meetings for several years. Because of this, we wanted to formalize
the Teaching Initiative into something like an IG, but teaching was
different than the other IGs. IGs are organized vertically, around
particular strategic phenomena. The Teaching Community cuts
across all these phenomena, horizontally. In recognition of this
difference, the SMS Board approved the formation of the Teaching
Community—this community, which is open to all SMS members,
addresses the challenges and identifies the best practices associated
with teaching about any of the strategic phenomena that are
the primary topic areas of the IGs. Other topic areas of interest
to SMS members may also cut across typical IG boundaries, such
as research methods. For this reason, the Board stands ready to
consider proposals for additional communities.
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Perhaps the most obvious indicator of the “broadening
conversation” within the SMS is the growth in diversity in our
journals. The Strategic Management Journal continues as our
flagship, widely recognized as a top tier journal at most universities
around the world. The Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal continues
to grow. Last year, the SEJ finished in a virtual dead heat with the
other major entrepreneurship journals with regard to citations.
While already impressive, we expect the SEJ to continue to evolve
to the point where it enjoys the same status as the SMJ. The Global
Strategy Journal has just begun publishing and yet, we already see
indicators of the kind of excellence that we have come to expect
of SMS journals. The Board recognizes that the journals, and
especially the SMJ, are the “crown jewels” of the Society, and we
are committed to maintaining their quality and status. To this end,
the Board—working closely with our publisher (Wiley Blackwell)
and with the current editorial teams at the journals—is developing
policies for ensuring the smooth transition of new editorial teams
for each of our journals. These policies will ensure that the
appointment of new editors will be a transparent and open process
while still maintaining a commitment to world class excellence.
The SMS is pursuing several additional initiatives—all designed to
broaden the conversation among the members of our Society. For
example, we continue to explore the possibility of implementing
a certification process. Also, we are exploring different ways our
members can gain access to the SMS journals and other SMS
information not only on the web, but also through smart phones
and tablets. The SMS Board looks forward to structuring these new
initiatives into the overall goals of the Society and further serving
our members.

Jay Barney

sms news

SMS annual report 2011

sms ELECTIONS

Building on the success of the inaugural report, we mailed a
copy of the 2011 Annual Report to SMS members earlier this
year. The report contained a recap of the three conferences
held last year, an overview of the SRF Grants Program and a
description of the health of SMS membership, among other
things. You can access the online version of the 2011 Annual
Report by clicking here.

The SMS Board and Interest Group elections will be held
during the month of November. As a reminder, members
will be electing three new Directors-at-Large, as well
as a PresidentElect. During the
month of July, SMS
members will be
asked to submit
their suggestions
for candidates for
this year’s Board of
Director’s election.
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In an effort to extend accessibility of our three journals, we
have started emailing our members publication alerts for
each new issue of the SMJ, SEJ, and GSJ. These alerts are
sent prior to a new journal issue being published, and they
contain an interactive table of contents. We hope you will
find these sneak previews useful!
VOLUME 1 NUMBER 1

green membership
We received many suggestions from our members regarding
the ability to have a green membership. Now we are excited
to offer our members the opportunity to go green! Individuals
can choose online-only journal viewing for a $10 reduction in
membership dues for Regular members, and a $5 reduction
for Student and Emeritus members.

GLOBAL
STRATEGY
gsj.strategicmanagement.net
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New Interest Group and Formalized Teaching Community
We are pleased to announce the initiation of the Cooperative Strategies Interest Group and the Teaching Community. This new IG delves
into cooperative strategy issues and analysis at the functional, business, corporate, group, and network levels. The Teaching Community
is an outlet for researchers who teach strategy to network and share their experiences and resources. SMS members can join the
Teaching Community as well as two selected Interest Groups at no additional charge. For more details, check out Interest Groups and
More on our web site and at our IG sessions at the Annual Conference in Prague.
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sms emerging scholar award
about the annual prize

Inaugurated in 2007, the prize is awarded annually to a relatively young or new scholar, who displays
exemplary scholarship that promises to have an impact on future strategic management practice.
Award funding is generously supported by the Strategy Research Foundation. The criteria for this award
recognizes a portfolio of work that suggests the candidate will make fundamental contributions to the
way we think about knowledge essential to achieving durable organizational success. Eligible to be
nominated are members of the SMS. The likely winner of the award will be within 5-8 years of active
academic work from the date of his/her dissertation and have a record of publication and professional
activity that has demonstrated his/her work to be significant and with impact.
The recipient of the SMS Emerging Scholar Award will be recognized at the SMS Annual International
Conference and receives US$5,000. He/she has the opportunity to present his research in a prominent
setting at the SMS Annual International Conference and is recognized in the SMS journals. Nominations
are accepted throughout the year with a deadline of April 30th.

Previous Recipients

David Sirmon
(2011)
Yan Anthea Zhang
(2010)
Michael Lenox
(2009)
Riitta Katila
(2008)
Jeff Reuer
(2007)

Dovev Lavie is an Associate Professor at the Technion, a Sloan Industry Studies Fellow,
and a recipient of the Academy of Management Newman Award for Best Paper based
on a Dissertation and the INFORMS TMS Best Dissertation Award. He earned his
Ph.D. at the Wharton School and served as an Assistant Professor at the University of
Texas at Austin. Focusing on strategic management, his research interests include the
evolution and performance implications of alliance portfolios, balancing exploration and
exploitation, and applications of the resource-based view in interconnected technologyDovev Lavie

SMS
EMERGING
SCHOLAR
2012
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intensive industries. His work has been published in leading journals. He has served on
the boards of the Strategic Management Journal, Academy of Management Review,
Academy of Management Journal, Administrative Science Quarterly, and Organization
Science. He is a co-founder of the Israel Strategy Conference, serves on the Research
Committee of the Academy of Management BPS Division and as an Associate Program
Chair of the Cooperative Strategies Interest Group of the Strategic Management Society.

srf research grants programs

Chief Grants Officer
Jeff Reuer
Purdue University

Jeff Reuer—The Strategy Research Foundation is pleased to call for research proposals associated with doctoral students’ dissertations in
strategic management. The proposed research should describe original content concerned with some aspect of strategic management and
be required for the award of the doctoral degree. The research should contribute to the improvement and further development of the theory
and practice of strategic management in public or private organizations. The SRF has adopted the broad view that the field of strategic
management is applied in its orientation, meaning that fostering better practice of management, especially that deemed strategic in nature,
is as important as the formation of concepts, theories and notions of strategy and its management in organizations of all types. The basic
disciplines important to strategic management are not singular and exclusive, but are multiple and inclusive, and range widely, as has been
shown over the years of the existence of the field.
Eligibility
To be eligible for the Dissertation Research Program, the applicant must be enrolled as a full-time PhD student at an accredited institution
of higher education. The applicant should have successfully defended a dissertation proposal not more than one year before July 31, 2012.
No parts of the dissertation or proposal should be accepted for publication prior to submission to the competition. Doctoral students may
submit one proposal for funding consideration, whether as an applicant to the Dissertation Research Program or as a co-investigator on a
grant proposal to the General Research Program in the same year.
Funding and Deliverables
The SRF plans to name up to five SRF Dissertation Scholars and award financial support of up to $10,000 each. The financial support is
provided to cover direct research and data collection expenses (e.g. databases, surveys, interviews, related travel). Examples of ineligible
expenses include compensation for the researchers’ time, purchases of software or equipment, university overhead, tuition, conference
registration fees, or travel expenses to non-SRF or non-SMS conferences. Determination of eligible and ineligible expenses rests with the SRF.
When a proposal is accepted for funding, the SRF will prepare a written agreement that details the responsibilities of both the researcher
and the SRF. Monies awarded in a grant will be paid on a reimbursement basis to the investigator as costs are incurred. Expected from the
researcher with the final report are an executive summary of the research findings, a copy of the dissertation, and documentation of the
expenses incurred. In addition, all SRF Dissertation Scholars should be prepared to present their findings at an SRF Dissertation Panel at the
2013 SMS Annual International Conference. Funding to cover travel expenses for attending the 2013 Conference may be included in the
budget section of a grant proposal, up to a limit of $2000.
Submission Guidelines
Proposals are submitted through the SRF website at: srf.strategicmanagement.net, where additional information on the submission process,
as well as the Call for Proposals, is available. The deadline to submit a proposal is July 31, 2012.

For more information about the SRF,
please visit srf.strategicmanagement.net.
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JOURNAL UpdateS

Strategic Management Journal
Dear SMS colleagues,
It has been another busy and productive year for your Strategic Management Journal. Many things have happened since our last update.

Will Mitchell
Duke University

Ed Zajac
Northwestern University

We participated last January in the Strategic Management Society Journal Summit in Atlanta along with the editors of SEJ and GSJ and various
officers from the Strategic Management Society. Many common issues across the SMS journals were discussed. Several exciting and important
cross-journal ideas and initiatives came out of the meeting. These are currently being refined and approved by SMS. Announcements on these
are soon to follow.
Submissions to Strategic Management Journal continue to grow. We anticipate receiving between 1100 and 1200 new submissions during
2012, from authors all around the world. We are still limited by the number of physical (paper) pages we can publish in a given year. Naturally
the backlog of accepted but not yet published papers has grown, but not enough to represent a serious problem. In this regard, the new
40-page limit per paper has been important. Our own evaluations plus feedback from authors and readers continually show that the 40-page
limit has had the positive side effects of more focused papers and improved readability. We have also been making some appendices and
similar material available online. However, the ultimate solution to limited physical pages is electronic publication. The day of total electronic
publication is rapidly approaching and we are busy along with Wiley-Blackwell in preparing. We expect some announcements regarding this in
the fall.
We are also currently working on detailed specifics for two forward-looking SMJ special issues on theory development and methodology in
strategic management. Calls for papers for both of these special issues should go out later this summer. Now is the time to start thinking about
contributing your progressive topics and projects.
We continue to get questions about what type of papers we publish. In this regard, it is worth revisiting some of the relevant comments we
made in the 2011 version of the Summer Newsletter.

Rich Bettis
University of North Carolina–
Chapel Hill

“Within the broad range of work that we seek to publish, several key criteria for successful work stand out. First, successful papers develop
ideas that engage strategic management scholars, whether these ideas refine, extend or redirect existing strategic management scholarship.
Second, successful papers focus on a small number of precise concepts in developing their arguments. Third, successful papers use methods
– whether large-scale data analysis, case analysis, simulations, mathematical models logical interpretations and/or other approaches – that
connect core concepts directly with conclusions. To summarize, successful papers ask important focused questions about strategic management
issues and provide significant insights into these questions in a way that engages strategic management scholars. An important component of
engaging strategic management scholarship is highlighting the implications for strategic management practice.”
We owe much to many people. As always we are aware of our great debt to Dan and Mary Lou Schendel who had both the vision and the
sweat equity to start SMJ and SMS. We also want to thank our Associate Editors, Editorial Review Board and our ad hoc referees for their
extraordinary efforts as the paper flow continues to increase. Finally, we want to thank all who have submitted papers to SMJ, and encourage
those who have not to consider a submission.
We look forward to advancing the SMJ mission and we invite you to contact us with any comments, questions, and suggestions for
improvement.
Your co-editors and colleagues,
Ed, Rich, and Will

For more information on the SMJ, please visit
smj.strategicmanagement.net.
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journal updates

For more information on the Journals, please visit
strategicmanagement.net/pub/index.php.

GLOBAL STRATEGY JOURNAL

Steve Tallman
University of Richmond

Torben Pedersen
Copenhagen Business School

Steve Tallman and Torben Pedersen—As we enter the summer of 2012, we see that Global Strategy
Journal has had a busy first year in publication. It is hard to believe our first print issue came out in May
2011 – and now our first double-blind reviewed issue has been published as Issue 2012/2. Our first
competitive Special Issue, addressing the topic of Emerging Market Multinationals and edited by Alvaro
Cuervo-Cazurra, will be published as Issue 2012/3 in August. Speaking of Special Issues, articles are under
review for a second SI, due in 2013, and papers are now being accepted for three more. Announcements
can be found in recent issues, on the SMS website, and have been distributed through various list servers.
Look for them, and consider taking part.
Last year, we received over 100 papers and are on track for about the same numbers in 2012. Many
papers are still in the review process, but we are targeting about a 20% acceptance rate right now. Better
odds than many outlets – and with timely and developmental reviews, we think there is no better time
to submit your international strategy research to GSJ for consideration. We are beginning to see the first
citations of GSJ articles and had almost 10,000 full text downloads in 2011. With over 1000 libraries
holding online subscriptions, plus the entire membership of SMS receiving the journal individually, we
believe that your work will receive full attention in the global strategic management scholarly community.
We are taking part in editors’ panels and paper development workshops at all the major conferences plus
the international SMS special conferences to promote the journal. You can help us (and your own interests)
by supporting GSJ in your own schools and departments, recommending it as an outlet to colleagues, and
sending your own papers to us.
Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal
Over the past year, SEJ has continued to make strong progress.
We further extended our editorial team, with Rajshree Agarwal and Tom Lumpkin becoming co-editors
alongside Jay Barney and Mike Wright, and Frederic Delmar joining the other associate editors. Having
deliberately built a relatively large editorial team, this enables us to provide a good service to authors in
terms of timely turnaround and developmental decision letters.

Jay Barney
University of Utah

Tom Lumpkin
Syracuse University

Mike Wright
Imperial College London

Rajshree Agarwal
University of Maryland

New submissions in 2011 were up 25 percent. We were delighted to enter the ISI and obtain our first
impact score, which placed us very close to other more established leading specialist entrepreneurship
journals.
We also published a special issue during 2011 on “Strategic Entrepreneurship in Family Business.”
As we write this, we are about to publish the first of a two-part special issue series on “Technology
Entrepreneurship” with Guest Editors Christine Beckman, Kathleen Eisenhardt, Suresh Kotha, Alan
Meyer and Nandini Rajagopalan. Moving forward, we have several other interesting topics in progress,
notably on “Entrepreneurship and Strategy in the Informal Economy” (guest edited by Duane Ireland,
David Ketchen, Justin Webb and Jay Barney); “Business Models” (guest edited by Benoît Demil, Xavier
Lecocq, Joan Ricart and Christoph Zott); and “Theories of Entrepreneurship” (guest edited by Sharon
Alvarez, David Audretsch, and Albert Link). These special issues take us out until 2015. Now that we have
built a pipeline of accepted papers, we will be reducing the number of special issues to one per year.
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happenings with the sms fellows

Carlos Cavalle and Rita McGrath—It is our pleasure to report
on the current and upcoming activities of the SMS Fellows.

Dean
Carlos Cavalle

Deputy Dean
Rita McGrath

At this year’s annual SMS conference, the Fellows are launching an
initiative to create the opportunity for greater interaction between
the Fellows and other members of the SMS community. Dubbed
“Breakfast with the Fellows,” during one morning of the conference,
those Fellows attending will sponsor a group discussion over
breakfast. Be on the lookout for sign-up forms!
In November, the winners of the 2011 Thinkers50 global management
awards were announced at a gala awards ceremony in London.
This biennial award seeks to recognize the most influential 50
management thinkers from around the globe, using assessment
criteria such as impact on management, productivity, the accessibility
of their ideas and something called the ‘elusive guru factor.’ The
SMS Fellows had a strong showing, with Pankaj Ghemawat, Vijay
Govindarajan, Gary Hamel, Rita Gunther McGrath, Henry Mintzberg,
Michael Porter and Richard Rumelt all making the list.
This year, the SMS Fellows are engaging in exactly the kind of
big-picture, ambitious projects that one would hope the leaders of
the field would be prepared to take on. A few of their individual
updates follow:
George S. Stalk is leading a team of Canadian and U. S. corporate
and government leaders to tackle a newly emerging problem: the
fact that lengthening supply chains and increased congestion are
creating a new kind of crisis, driving up the direct and indirect costs
of doing business. George Stalk’s research into the economics
of uncertain operations, logistics and supply chain dynamics has
provided pioneering thought leadership for business leaders
seeking to make sense out of increasingly complex global logistics
challenges.
Joseph Bower is also taking on tough global issues that at the
moment have no adequate solutions. His recent research is laid
out in his co-authored book with Lynn Paine and Dutch Leonard,
entitled Capitalism at Risk: Rethinking the Role of Business (Harvard
Business Review Press, October 2011). The research explores
the basic weaknesses introduced to the global economy by the
prevailing practices of market capitalism, examining factors such as
increasing income inequality, climate change and massive migration.
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Bala Chakravarthy has been examining how corporate leaders
can address the complex challenge of delivering both profits and
growth while simultaneously managing short-term and long-term
challenges. He is continuing to explore how leaders can meet
the demands of the ‘triple bottom line’ – the goal of achieving
high performance on the three dimensions of financial outputs;
environmental responsibility and social performance.
Pankaj Ghemawat continues his work on globalization and
strategy and in November of 2011 he released the DHL Global
Connectedness Index at the APEC Summit in Honolulu. Novel
features of the index include, among other things, its consideration
of the breadth of countries’ interactions with the rest of the
world, as well as their depth. In April of 2012, the AACSB began
distributing Pankaj Ghemawat’s teaching and support materials
for the Globalization of Business Enterprise (GLOBE) course to its
member institutions.

new fellows in 2012

We are happy to announce that the following individuals have been
elected as an SMS Fellow in 2012. It is a precept of the Fellows
that once elected, a member will be forever listed as a Fellow. We
look forward to inducting these individuals into the Fellows at our
upcoming meeting in Prague!

Ming Jer Chen

Anita McGahan

Joan Enric Ricart

Jose de la Torre

SMS FELLOWS
Raffi Amit			
Robert Hoskisson
Kenneth Andrews *		
Duane Ireland
H. Igor Ansoff *		
Bruce Kogut **
Charles Baden-Fuller		
Marvin Leiberman
Jay Barney			
Daniel Levinthal**
Christopher Bartlett		
Peter Lorange
Richard Bettis		
Marjorie Lyles
Joseph Bower		
Ian MacMillan
Edward Bowman *		
Anita McGahan **
Robert Burgelman		
John McGee
Carlos Cavallé		
Rita McGrath
Bala Chakravarthy		
Henry Mintzberg
Alfred Chandler *		
Will Mitchell
Derek Channon*		
David Norburn
Ming Jer Chen **		
Margaret Peteraf
Karel Cool			

Andrew Pettigrew
Arnold Cooper		
Michael Porter
Yves Dos			
C K Prahalad *
Irene Duhaime		
Joan Enric Ricart **
Kathleen Eisenhardt		
Richard Rumelt
Pankaj Ghemawat		
Dan Schendel
Sumantra Ghoshal *		
Harbir Singh
Vijay Govindarajan		
Ken Smith **
Ranjay Gulati **		
George Stalk Jr.
Anil Gupta **		
John Stopford *
William Guth		
Jose de la Torre **
Donald Hambrick		
David Teece **
Gary Hamel		
Howard Thomas
Constance Helfat		
Margarethe Wiersema **
Bruce Henderson *		
Sidney Winter
Michael Hitt		
Edward Zajac
** Inactive
* In Memoriam

Margarethe Wiersema

For more information on the SMS Fellows, please
visit fellows.strategicmanagement.net.
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SMS Special Conference in singapore recap
June 7–9, 2012

Innovative ideas and rich global conversation overshadowed the
humidity at the recent SMS Special Conference held in Singapore,
June 7-9, 2012. With 220 registrants from over 30 different countries,
this was the second largest SMS special conference thus far. Outlined
around the theme of Globalization of Innovation Strategies: Novel
Moves for a Global Game, the two-day Conference brought together
academics and executives in an intimate setting to share perspectives
and confront rigorous research with real world experience. The goal
from the beginning was to attract top international scholars to this
conference, as well as serve as an opportunity for outreach to local
scholars. Motivated by the rising trend of emerging, non-Western
economies in the global economy, we were delighted to showcase
over 100 presentations on the topic of novel innovation from leading
researchers.
Some of the many conference highlights included the preconference Doctoral and Faculty workshops, which provided “high
touch” experiences that we hope will help build the local research
community. Additionally, there were seven plenary panels featuring
top scholars and executives from across Asia Attendance was
bolstered by the community-building activities at the breaks and the
two evening social events. Both events, the Jewel Box on Mount
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Faber and the closing event at the Singapore Flyer, were tremendously
successful.
We would like to thank the many individuals who served as
conference reviewers, our sponsoring organizations – Nanyang
Technological University (NTU), National University of Singapore
(NUS), Singapore Management University (SMU), INSEAD and Hay
Group, and the staff of the SMS Executive Office.
We hope that this Conference enabled academics and practitioners to
learn from each other and push their respective ideas forward while
furthering efforts to build the Singapore research community.
Sincerely,

Russ Coff, Gabriel Szulanski, and Andreas Raharso
Program Co-Chairs
For more information about the Singapore
Conference, please visit
singapore.strategicmanagement.net.

SMS Special Conference in singapore recap
June 7–9, 2012

Welcome Reception at Marin

Jay Barney and Felipe Monteiro

Our fellow

Best Paper Prize
innovation

Networking Sessions and Dinners at Sin

Ferris Wheel in the World)

Winners:
experts spoke
Benefiting from Loosely
Coupledthe
Research Partnerships:
about
The Role of Experimentation,
Slack
Organizational
configurationand
and
Resources

coordination of

Thomas Klueter innovation
University of Pennsylvania

activities.

Felipe Monteiro
University of Pennsylvania
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2012 SMS Annual International Conference prague
october 6–9, 2012
Dear friends and colleagues,

Björn Ambos
University of St. Gallen

We are looking forward to welcoming you to Prague in October at
the 2012 SMS Annual International Conference entitled Strategy in
Transition. Few places embody this notion of transition better than
Prague, whose citizens, during the Prague Spring of 1968, triggered
a chain of events that few people in business and society could have
envisioned. The transition theme will be reflected in three specific
tracks as well as in the content of a large number of plenary and
showcase panel sessions. They will tackle the challenges of strategy
research and teaching within the context of institutional, sectorial,
and business model changes taking place in the world economy.
The leaders of the Interest Groups have done a tremendous job in
designing an exciting pre-conference and Sunday program while also
structuring their sessions with our general theme in mind. This effort
has resulted in a fabulous set of parallel paper presentations, panel
sessions, and common ground discussions, which will take place
during the main conference.

Igor Filatotchev
City University London

Ondrej Landa
Czech Society for Strategic
Management, Innovation &
Entrepreneurship
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We will kick off the conference with an opening plenary panel
discussion on the conference theme. Two of the conference cochairs Björn Ambos (University of St. Gallen) and Igor Filatotchev
(City University London) will discuss the transitional challenges with
executives of two western companies that pioneered the way into
Central Eastern Europe, Andreas Treichl (CEO, Erste Bank Group) and
Josef Waltl (President, European Petroleum Industry Association and
former EVP at Royal Dutch Shell). This session will lay the groundwork
for the discussions that will take place in many sessions over the

next three days. In a second overall plenary on Monday morning,
we will honor Carlos Ghosn (CEO, Renault-Nissan) for his lifetime
achievements.
In addition to these plenary sessions, we compiled a number of
fascinating showcase panels. On Sunday afternoon, a panel on
Business School Deans, moderated by JT Li (HKUST) and Igor
Filatotchev (City University London) looks into business schools in
transition. This panel will include Leonard Cheng (Dean, HKUST),
Howard Thomas (Dean, Singapore Management University),
Xiongwen Lu (Dean, Fudan University), and Valery Katkalo (Dean, St.
Petersburg State University).
On Monday, we continue with a number of panels including Open
Strategizing: Lessons From the Outliers with Julian Birkinshaw
(London Business School), Timo Santalainen (Aalto University), Markus
Nordberg (CERN), and Richard Whittington (Oxford University). We
will also hear about Transitioning towards Sustainable Enterprise
Models from Will Mitchell (Duke University), Joan Eric Ricart (IESE
Business School), Tim Devinney (University of Technology-Sydney),
and Chris Zott (IESE Business School). Finally, Robert Hoskisson (Rice
University) and Paulo Gustavo Franklin de Abreu (Head of Business
Collaboration and Strategy, EMBRAER) will have a conversation about
business strategies of emerging multinational markets.
On Tuesday morning, Ondrej Landa will moderate a session on
Driving Transition Strategies: Enhancing Entrepreneurial Spirit in Large
Corporations. This session will include Ivan Pilný (CZ Lion´s Den),
Jan Mühlfeit (Chairman, Microsoft Europe), Petr Smida (Chairman,
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Russia’s Alfa Bank), and Jan Zadak (Executive Vice President, Global
Sales & Enterprise Marketing at Hewlett-Packard) as panelists.
In a second showcase panel, Michael Jacobides (London Business
School) discusses with Tassos Giannitsis (former Minister of the
Interior and Chief Economic Advisor to the PM, as well as the
Chairman of Hellenic Petroleum), Kyriakos Mitsotakis (MP of the ND
Party), Diomidis Spinellis (Former Secretary General of the Ministry
of Finance), and Elias Drakopoulos (Chief Operating Officer, OTE) the
question of how to deal with the Euro-crises.
A “Meet the Editors” session involving Ed Zajac (Strategic
Management Journal), Steven Tallman (Global Strategy Journal),
Jim Robins (Long Range Planning), and Mike Wright (Strategic
Entrepreneurship Journal) will be moderated by Bill Judge (Old
Dominion University) and Igor Filatotchev (City University London).

attendees of the main SMS conference in Prague to share and discuss
emerging ideas in-depth that may not be possible at the Annual
Conference.
Finally, Prague’s location in the heart of Europe offers easy access
to a number of other great cities. Places like Vienna, Budapest and
Bratislava are a quick trip away!
We look forward to seeing all of you in Prague.
With best wishes,
Bjorn, Igor, and Ondrej

Our social engagements will include an opening reception that will
take place at the Prague Congress Centre on Saturday evening. A
spectacular gala dinner will take place on Monday evening in the
historic Prague Castle, a seat of the Bohemian noblemen throughout
the centuries.A cocktail reception at the Prague Congress Centre will
close out the social agenda on Tuesday evening.
Don’t forget to check out the five extensions being offered by local
organizers in Dresden/Freiberg, Linz, Rotterdam, Vilnius and Ostrava.
These will take place either just before or immediately following
the main conference. The extensions represent opportunities for

monday night event
Prague Castle is the largest medieval castle complex in Europe
and the ancient seat of Czech kings throughout the ages. Its
history dates back to the 9th century (880) and the castle
buildings represent virtually every architectural style of the last
millennium. The Prague Castle complex is comprised of three
courtyards and a great many buildings, including Saint Vitus
Cathedral, the most recognizable landmark in the city.
We hope you join us at the Prague Castle on Monday,
October 8, 2012!
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conference at a glance
Saturday, October 6, 2012
Pre-conference workshops
19:00 – 21:00
Welcome Reception
Sunday, October 7, 2012
08:00 – 09:15
Interest Group Sessions
09:30 – 10:45
Interest Group Sessions
10:45 – 11:15
Coffee Break
11:15 – 12:30
Interest Group Sessions
12:30 – 13:30
Luncheon
13:45 – 14:45
Opening Plenary
14:45 – 15:15
Coffee Break
15:15 – 16:30	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
16:45 – 18:00
Interest Group Business Meetings
18:15 – 19:00
SMS Business Meeting
19:00 Evening on Your Own
Monday, October 8, 2012
08:00 – 09:15	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
09:30 – 10:45	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
10:45 – 11:15
Coffee Break
11:15 – 12:15
Plenary
12:15 – 13:15
Luncheon
13:30 – 14:45	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
15:00 – 16:00
Showcase Panels
16:00 – 16:30
Coffee Break
16:30 – 17:45	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
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19:00 – 22:00

Monday Night Event

Tuesday, October 9, 2012
08:00 – 09:15	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
09:30 – 10:30
Showcase Panels
10:30 – 11:00
Coffee Break
11:00 – 12:15	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
12:15 – 14:00
Awards Luncheon
14:15 – 15:30	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
15:45 – 17:00	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
17:00 – 17:30
Coffee Break
17:30 – 18:45	Parallel Paper/Common Ground/
Panel Sessions
19:00 – 20:00
Closing Cocktail Reception

2012 schedule notes
Welcome Reception begins
on Saturday
One parallel paper/common
ground/panel session held
on Sunday
Conference ends on Tuesday

prague extensions

Five individually organized one-day workshops will be held before and after the Annual Conference in Prague. These will be held at different
academic institutions located in Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany, Lithuania and The Netherlands. We hope you consider joining one (or
more) of these events!

Extension 1: Dresden/Freiberg, Germany

Extension 4: Vilnius, Lithuania

Location:

Freiberg University

Location:

ISM University of Management and Economics

Date:

Friday, October 5, 2012

Date:

Thursday, October 11, 2012

Theme: 	Corporate Strategy - The Future of Managing
Multi-Business Firms

Theme: 	Strategic Innovation and Entrepreneurship in the
Transitioning Post-Socialist Economies

Organizers:

Organizers:

Dieter Heuskel and Michael Nippa

Modestas Gelbuda and Aldas Kriauciunas

Extension 2: Linz, Austria

Extension 5: Ostrava, Czech Republic

Location:

Cruise on the Danube River

Location:

Ostrava Business School

Date:

Thursday, October 4 and Friday, October 5, 2012

Date:

Thursday, October 11, 2012

Theme:

Industry Transformation and Renewal Strategies

Organizers:

Jiri Cienciala and Vitezslav Zamarsky

Theme: 	Tapping into Pockets of Knowledge: Global
Knowledge Acquisition, Ambidexterity and
Organizational Transitions
Organizers:

Tina Ambos and Wolfgang Guettel

Extension 3: Rotterdam, Netherlands
Location: 	Erasmus University, Rotterdam School of
Management
Date:

Friday, October 5, 2012

Theme:

Strategy and Institutions

DRESDEN
Prague
ROTTERDAM

VILNIUS

OSTRAVA
LINZ

Organizers: 	Pursey Heugens, Justin Jansen, Taco Reus, Arjen
Slangen

For more information about this years Extensions,
please visit: prague.strategicmanagement.
net/extensions.php.
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SMS Special conference in china
december 14–16, 2012
Detailed plans for the SMS Special Conference in Guangzhou, China
are developing just as progressively as China itself. The submission
deadline has already passed and we are pleased with the amount
of quality proposals received. Our hotel room block is secured and
the Plenary Session speakers are looking forward to sharing their
knowledge.
Yan Anthea Zhang
Rice University

Featured Panel
Speakers:
Jay Barney
University of Utah
Michael A. Hitt
Texas A&M University

In December, scholars from the strategy, management, and business
fields from China and around the world will unite on the campus
of Sun Yat-Sen Business School to discuss the highly topical theme,
Competing and Cooperating in and for China. The conference is
designed to provide a platform for these scholars to co-learn and
co-develop winning strategies, emerging theories, research methods,
and policy suggestions on how firms, domestic and foreign, should
develop/adapt their strategies in order to achieve sustainable
competitive advantage in this changing competitive landscape.

Ming-Jer Chen
University of Virginia
George Yip
China Europe
International Business
School

For the most recent news and resources, please continue to check
the China website.
Jeff Reuer
Purdue University

Shujun Zhang
Sun Yat-Sen University

Paper Development Workshop
On Friday, December 14, 2012, a Paper Development Workshop will
take place at Sun Yat-Sen Business School, before the SMS Special
Conference. The main objective of the Workshop is to provide
advice to junior scholars who currently research China-related
strategy, international business and entrepreneurship topics and
wish to publish in international journals. It strives to bring junior
and senior scholars together for in-depth conversations through
faculty panels and round-table sessions. The Workshop provides an
ideal opportunity to promote and strengthen ties between Chinese
(or China-based) and international researchers.
Submission to the Workshop is open to associate or assistant
professors, post-docs, and Ph.D. candidates who are doing or are
interested in doing China-related strategy, international business or
entrepreneurship research. Further details on selection criteria and
deadlines can be found on our website.

For more information about the China Conference,
please visit china.strategicmanagement.net.
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important dates and deadlines

June 1, 2012
Submission Deadline for Proposals
June 8, 2012
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline
July 1, 2012
Applications for Paper Development Workshop
Due
Mid-July, 2012
Notifications of Program Review Committee
Decisions
August 24, 2012
Early Registration and Presenter Registration
Deadline
December 14-16, 2012
SMS Special Conference Guangzhou, China

SMS special Conference geneva
march 20–23, 2013
Julian Birkinshaw
London Business School

Bettina Büchel
IMD

Albrecht Enders
IMD

Markus Nordberg
CERN

Timo Santalainen
Aalto University

Julian Birkinshaw, Bettina Buchel, Albrecht Enders,
Markus Nordberg, and Timo Santalainen, Co-Chairs —
CERN and IMD are co-hosting this SMS Special Conference, and
are supporting it in complementary ways. The first full day of
the Conference will take place at the CERN research facility in
Geneva. The focus will be on the general nature of organizations
that can be thought of as “outliers” and the types of challenges
these organizations or collective efforts take upon themselves.
Robert Burgelman (Stanford University), Marina Gorbis (Institute
for the Future) and Liisa Valikangas (Aalto University) will set the
scene for these discussions, followed by Sid Winter (University of
Pennsylvania) on how to approach seemingly unsolvable or “out
of this world” challenges. In parallel, the conference participants
will be offered a unique opportunity to visit the ATLAS Experiment
at the Large Hadron Collider – the largest R&D instrument in the
world 100 meters below ground level – to give first-hand insight
into a concrete example of a highly unusual organization.
The Conference will then continue at IMD, in Lausanne, with
the spotlight on Open Innovation and Open Business Models
in a plenary discussion with Henry Chesbrough (University of
California, Berkeley). In the afternoon, we will dedicate time to
the themes of Disruptive Innovation and Organizational Change
with Clayton M. Christensen (Harvard University). We will
build on Christensen’s well-known insights into how disruptive
innovations take shape, and there will be a facilitated exchange
on the implications of these ideas among academics, practitioners
and consultants. Through this process, we will seek to drive
the research agenda forward, and also gain feedback from
practitioners on the usefulness of these different concepts.
On the final day, we will hear from Costas Markides (London
Business School) on the topic of Strategic Innovation – How
Big, Established Companies Can Create Radical New Markets
and Julian Birkinshaw (London Business School) who will talk
about Management Innovations Within Large Multinational
Organizations. In addition, conference participants will present
their own papers on four topics: Business Models of Expert
Organizations, Driving Innovation Ecosystems, Large Scale Practice
Implementations and Innovative Management Practices: Taking
Big Leaps. We look forward to reading your proposals and
welcoming you to Switzerland!

Strategizing Practices
from the Outliers:
Enabling “Big Bang”
Innovations
CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS
Julian Birkinshaw
London Business School
Bettina Büchel
IMD
Albrecht Enders
IMD
Markus Nordberg
CERN
Timo Santalainen
Aalto University

For more information about the Geneva Conference,
please visit geneva.strategicmanagement.net.
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SMS special Conference geneva
march 20–23, 2013
Hosted by:
CERN, an international organization with twenty European
member states, operates and manages the world’s largest
particle physics laboratory. Numerous collaborative experiments
are conducted at CERN, including the ATLAS Experiment. ATLAS
is a particle physics experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN in Geneva Switzerland. Located in a cavern
nearly 100 meters below ground and along the 27 km long LHC
accelerator, its purpose is to explore the very early conditions of
our universe by registering and analyzing the particle collisions
generated by the LHC. The ATLAS Experiment is run by a global
community of over 3000 physicists, engineers, and students
representing 38 countries.
IMD is a world pioneer in executive education. Delivered from
their campus on the shores of Lake Geneva in Switzerland and
key locations worldwide, their programs and services combine
practical experience, thought leadership and a global mindset.
IMD is a self-owned foundation with no financial support from
government. The school serves the international corporate
community, helping develop and retain the best qualified
management talent for global leadership.
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important dates and deadlines

November 2, 2012
Deadline for Submission of Proposals
November 9, 2012
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline
Early-December, 2012
Notifications of Program Review
Committee Decisions
January 18, 2013
Early Registration and Presenter
Registration Deadline
March 20 - 23, 2013
SMS Special Conference: Strategizing
Practices from the Outliers: Enabling
“Big Bang” Innovations
Hosted at Lake Geneva, Switzerland

SMS special Conference glasgow
june 20–22, 2013

J Ignacio Canales
University of Glasgow

Robert MacIntosh
University of Glasgow

Donald Maclean
University of Glasgow

J Ignacio Canales, Robert MacIntosh, and Donald
MacLean, Co-Chairs— We look forward to sharing ideas, and
perhaps a dram of our famous whisky, with you in Glasgow!
This SMS Special Conference will focus attention on the unique
challenges facing both strategists and strategy researchers
as they address complexities within and beyond the firm.
Strategists and strategy researchers are working in complex
settings. Western economies can no longer assume a future
comprising of uninterrupted growth. Global issues such as
climate change and sustainability require “joined-up” thinking
and social media now enables wider participation in decisions.
The Glasgow Special Conference will focus on complex, multistakeholder settings, which feature high levels of ambiguity,
non-linearity, uncertainty and interdependence. Our purpose
with this Conference is to ask whether new approaches to
strategy and strategic management are required to deal with
such settings.
The Conference combines four in-depth tracks with integrative
plenary sessions that together contribute to the theme of
‘Strategy in Complex Settings.’ Three of the tracks - Strategy
Processes in Complex Settings, Strategy Practices in Complex
Settings, and Stakeholder Involvement in Complex Settings
- align broadly with those Interest Groups supporting the
event. The fourth, Research Process and ABC Engagement in
Complex Settings, focuses on engagement with the practitioner
community.

submission deadline:
november 30, 2012

We are gathering a range of established scholars and
practitioners and we hope that you will join them in Glasgow.
Using a mix of specialist tracks, integrative sessions, as well
as panels and plenaries with outstanding speakers, we aim to
create an excellent opportunity to examine the challenges of
strategy in complex settings. What’s more, you’ll experience
some traditional Scottish hospitality!

For more information about the
Glasgow Conference, please visit
glasgow.strategicmanagement.net.
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SMS Executive Office
Rice Building, Suite 215
815 W Van Buren Street
Chicago IL 60607-3567 USA
Phone +1 312 492 6224
Fax
+1 312 492 6223

sms@strategicmanagement.net
www.strategicmanagement.net

SMS BOARD AND IG LEADERSHIP LISTING
2012 SMS BOARD

2012 IG LEADERSHIP

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Competitive Strategy

Jay Barney, President
Joan E. Ricart, Past President
Robert Hoskisson, President-Elect
Steven Floyd, Treasurer
Nikolaus Pelka, Executive Director

DIRECTORS
Irene Duhaime, 2009–2012
Javier Gimeno, 2009–2012
Marjorie Lyles, 2011–2012
Africa Arino, 2011–2013
Robert Burgelman, 2011–2013
Margaret Peteraf, 2011–2013
Pamela Barr, 2012–2014
Russell Coff, 2012–2014
Richard Whittington, 2012–2014

A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The Strategic Management Society (SMS) is unique in
bringing together the worlds of reflective practice and
thoughtful scholarship. The Society consists of nearly
3,000 members representing over 80 different countries.
Membership, composed of academics, business practitioners,
and consultants, focuses its attention on the development
and dissemination of insights on the strategic management
process, as well as fostering contacts and interchange around
the world.
The Society is probably best known through the Strategic
Management Journal (SMJ) published by John Wiley &
Sons. This Class A journal has become the leading scholarly
publication in the field of Strategic Management and
is consistently rated one of the top publications in the
management area. In 2007 the Society launched the
Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal (SEJ) and in 2010 the
Global Strategy Journal (GSJ). The intent is for these new
quarterly publications to soon also become Class A journals
and to promote the development and dissemination of
advances in the field by maintaining the highest standards
of intellectual thought combined with practical relevance,
just as their sister publication SMJ has done for many years.

Interested? Visit www.strategicmanagement.net

Govert Vroom, IESE Business School
Glenn Hoetker, Arizona State University
Gary Dushnitsky, London Business School
REPS AT LARGE:
Asli Arikan, Georgia State University
Todd Alessandri, Northeastern University
Douglas Miller, University of Illinois-Urbana
Champaign
Samina Karim, Boston University
Tunji Adegbesan, Pan-African University
Giovanni Battista Dagnino, University of Catania

Corporate Strategy
Gerry Sanders, Rice University
Parthiban David, American University
Donald Bergh, University of Denver
REPS AT LARGE:
Cynthia Devers, Tulane University
Guoli Chen, INSEAD
William Judge, Old Dominion University
Heli Wang, Hong Kong University of Science &
Technology
Laszlo Tihanyi, Texas A&M University
Hicheon Kim, Korea University

Entrepreneurship & Strategy
Christoph Zott, IESE Business School
Christopher Tucci, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology-Lausanne
Garry Bruton, Texas Christian University
REPS AT LARGE:
Rafeal Corredoira, University of Maryland
Thomas Keil, Aalto University
Pinar Ozcan, IESE Business School
Isin Guler, Sabanci Universitesi
Janet Bercovitz, University of Illinois-Urbana
Champaign
Balagopal Vissa, INSEAD

Global Strategy
Charles Dhanaraj, Indiana University
Timothy Devinney, University of TechnologySydney
Elizabeth Rose, Aalto University School of
Economics
REPS AT LARGE:
Ulf Andersson, Copenhagen Business School
Sumit Kundu, Florida International University
Jim Robins, WU Vienna
Yan (Anthea) Zhang, Rice University
Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School
Luis Vives, ESADE - Ramon Llull University

Strategic Human Capital
David Lepak, Rutgers University
Pat Wright, Cornell University
Todd Zenger, Washington University-St. Louis
REPS AT LARGE:
Scott Snell, University of Virginia
Janice Molloy, Michigan State University
Benjamin Campbell, Ohio State University

Knowledge & Innovation
Mary-Anne Williams, University of TechnologySydney
Gabriel Szulanski, INSEAD
Corey Phelps, HEC-Paris
REPS AT LARGE:
Susan Cohen, University of Pittsburgh
Michael Jacobides, London Business School
Anne Parmigiani, University of Oregon
Melissa Schilling, New York University
Anu Wadhwa, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
Lausanne
Robert Salomon, New York University

Strategy Process
Cathy Maritan, Syracuse University
Tomi Laamanen, Aalto University
Taco Reus, Erasmus University - Rotterdam
REPS AT LARGE:
Pamela Barr, Georgia State University
Christopher Bingham, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill
Xavier Castaner, University of Lausanne
Adelaide King, University of Virginia
J Ignacio Canales, University of Glasgow
Franz Kellermanns, University of Tennessee

Strategy Practice
Robert Wright, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Timo Santalainen, Aalto University
Hanna Lehtimaki, University of Tampere
REPS AT LARGE:
James Faulkner, Booz Allen Hamilton
Wolfgang Guettel, Johannes Kepler University
of Linz
Markus Nordberg, CERN
Basak Yakis-Douglas, University of Oxford
Martin Friesl, Lancaster University
Paul Hunter, Strategic Management Institute

Stakeholder Strategy
Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University
Jeffery Harrison, University of Richmond
Richard Priem, Texas Christian University
REPS AT LARGE:
Michael Barnett, University of Oxford
Robert Phillips, University of Richmond
Sybille Sachs, University of Applied Sciences
Zurich

Cooperative Strategies
Peter Smith Ring, Loyola Marymount University
Jeffrey Reuer, Purdue University
Dovev Lavie, Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology
REPS AT LARGE:
Tina Dacin, Queen’s University
Kyle Mayer, University of Southern California
Andrew Shipilov, INSEAD

Teaching Community
Paul Friga, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Jay Dial, Ohio State University
Margaret Cording, IMD

